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Vector Quantized Variational Autoencoders (VQ-VAEs)
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Gaussian VAEs for Faces 2014

We can sample faces from the VAE by sampling noise z from
ppri(z) and then sampling an image y from pdec(y|z).

[Alec Radford]
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VQ-VAEs 2019

VQ-VAE-2, Razavi et al. June, 2019
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VQ-VAEs 2019

VQ-VAE-2, Razavi et al. June, 2019
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VQ-VAE-2 Model

The probability of an image y is defined by the generator.

The generator is top-down and is similar to that of a progres-
sive GAN.
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VQ-VAE-2 Model

We describe the case of just one layer.

A separate unit describes progressive VAEs which are inspired
by an analogy with progressive GANs. Progressive VAEs pro-
vide a speculative method of multi-layer VQ-VAE training.
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The Encoder

Let s denote the image (we are using y for an image coordi-
nate).

We have an encoder network, such as a CNN, which produces
a layer Lenc(s)[X, Y, I ] with a vector at each pixel position.

Intuitively we cluster the vectorsLenc(s)[x, y, I ] using K-means
clustering to produce cluster centers where C[k, I ] is the clus-
ter center vector of cluster k.

The set of cluster centers C[K, I ] is a trained parameter of the
encoder.
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The Encoder

We then find the nearest cluster center to each vectorLenc(s)[x, y, I ].

kenc(s)[x, y] = argmin
k

||Lenc(s)[x, y, I ]− C[k, I ]||

The “symbolic image” kenc(s)[X, Y ] is the latent variable z.
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The Decoder

To decode z we first construct a layer using the cluster center
vectors at each x, y position.

L̂dec(z)[x, y, I ] = C[k[x, y], I ]

Finally we decode L̂dec(z)[X, Y, I ] to get an image ŝdec(z).
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Two-Phase Optimization

Phase 1: Train the encoder and the decoder to minimize reconstruction
error.

enc∗, dec∗ = argmin
enc,dec

Es∼Pop,z∼Penc(z|s) [− lnPdec(s|z)]

Phase 2: Train the prior holding the encoder and decoder fixed.

pri∗ = argmin
pri

Es∼Pop,z∼Penc(z|s) [− lnPpri(z)]

Under the universality assumption this two phase method succeeds in mod-
eling the popluation — for any encoder it suffices to optimize the decoder
and the prior.
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Image Autoencoding

The VQ-VAE for images uses

enc∗, dec∗ = argmin
enc,dec

Es∼Pop
[
||s− ŝdec(zenc(s))||2

]
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Handling Discrete Latents

enc∗, dec∗ = argmin
enc,dec

Es∼Pop
[
||s− ŝdec(zenc(s))||2

]

Since z = kenc(s)[x, y] is discrete we have

kenc(s)[x, y].grad = 0.
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Handling Discrete Latents

enc∗, dec∗ = argmin
enc,dec

Es∼Pop
[
||s− ŝdec(zenc(s))||2

]

VQ-VAE uses “straight-through” gradients and “k-means” gradients.

Lenc(s)[x, y, I ].grad = L̂dec(z)[x, y, I ].grad + β(Lenc(s)[x, y, I ]− C[kenc(s)[x, y], I ])

C[k, I ].grad =
∑

kenc(s)[x,y]=k

γ(C[k, I ]− Lenc(s)[x, y, I ])
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One Layer VQ-VAE Training Phase 2

Finally we hold the encoder fixed and train the prior Ppri(z) to be an
auto-regressive model of the symbolic image kenc(s)[X, Y ].
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Quantitative Evaluation

The VQ-VAE2 paper reports a classification accuracy score (CAS) for class-
conditional image generation.

We generate image-class pairs from the generative model trained on the
ImageNet training data.

We then train an image classifier from the generated pairs and measure its
accuracy on the ImageNet test set.
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Image Compression
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Rate-Distortion Evaluation.

Rate-distortion metrics for image compression to discrete representations
support unambiguous rate-distortion evaluation.

Rate-distortion metrics also allow one to explore the rate-distortion trade-
off.
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DALL·E: A Text-Conditional Image dVAE

DALL·E is a text-conditional VQ-VAE model of images.

The Vector quantization is done independent of the text. However, the
model of the probability distribution of the symbolic image z[x, y] is con-
ditioned on text.

Ramesh et al. 2021
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DALL·E



END


